
Phoneme Segmentation
Cheat Sheet

add ace boy doe each if oat pea tea

am ate boo dew eat in knee say tie

ash bay chew egg hay key new see two

at bee off Ed he lie out so up

aim buy day fir hi may odd she zoo

ape bow die go jay oak pay shoe

and bean dad face ham cat loose net read

ant big date fin hit cave mad night rip

bad bike dig fit home Kim mat nut road

beg boat dog fed hot kiss moth path sail

bat book dime foot jack cop maid peach sun

bed bug elk geese job cone meet peep sheep

bake chick fan glue jail cup pig pot teeth

beach chin feet gum cop lake pail rake tin

crab lamp slim mist drop drum hunt sneak flight

black snack swim blob flop bump dust dream broke

flag sand spin snob stop jump just speed float

band brick clip block spot blush rust sleep stove

pant stick drip flock club brush brain sweet toast

mask slid flip clog truck flush skate price spice

cast twig skip frog plug spud flame bride globe

Words with 2 phonemes

Words with 3 phonemes

Words with 4 phonemes



clamp blank plant crept twist stump strike clump print

cramp crank clasp spring strong skunk stand sprain struck

stamp drank scram blink stomp trunk craft grand strain

brand scrap blend drink scrub trust slept strap swift

grand strap spend print struck strain swift spend spend

strand sprint splint scrunch

Words with 5 phonemes

Words with 6 phonemes
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Links to ALL MT&T Resources

Feel free to check out these MT&T Phonemic 
Awareness Activities:

The Big Box of Phonemic 
Awarenss Activities

Phonemic Awareness 
Activity Pack
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